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1. Introduction 

 Metal hydrides can be used to store hydrogen on-board fuel cell vehicles, but the 
process of fracture that the material undergoes when exposed to hydrogen makes metal 
hydrides poor conductors of heat due to the particulate nature of fractured metal hydride. The 
fracture process by which particles are generated results in irregular faceted morphology that 
are difficult to describe quantitatively from experimental data.  The isotropic random fracture 
model, rndmfrc, generates convex polyhedra by the sequential fracture of isotropic, randomly 
oriented planes, and can be used to model particles composing metal hydride powder.  The 
isotropic random fracture model assumes (1) planar surfaces are formed from instances of 
fracture, (2) planes of fracture have isotropic statistical orientation and position throughout the 
material, and (3) fracture of any individual particle can terminate during the sequential fracture 
process according to a criterion.  The modeling techniques employed in the tool and a 
description of its inputs, examples, and outputs are included in this document. 

2. Modeling Method 

Numerically, the model is implemented by starting with a unit volume cube.  A vector of 
pseudo-random numbers xi spanning uniformly over an interval [0,1] are generated to determine 
position and orientation of the fracture plane before each fracture event.  These random 
numbers are related to the plane’s position pr
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The resulting distribution of pr
�

 lies in the sphere circumscribing the initial cube volume and the 

solid angle ω spans the entire directional space.  As a result, a uniform distribution of planes is 
achieved. 

 After the position of the fracture plane is determined, all of the polyhedra formed by 
previous fractures are tested for intersection with the plane.  The criterion for fracture must then 
be applied to each particle intersecting the plane.  If this criterion is satisfied for a particle, then it 
is sectioned to create two new particles.  In [1] the adopted fracture criterion required that a 
particular particle intersecting the candidate fracture plane have volume Vp greater than some 
critical volume Vc in order to fracture into smaller particles.  Particle size distributions generated 
with this condition relaxed matched experimental data [1], suggesting that this criterion does not 



appropriately capture the physics of fracture.  A more physical criterion for fracture is one 
incorporating brittle fracture energetics.  In forthcoming work [2] we have developed a similar 
condition to that employed by Ron [3] within the framework of the isotropic random fracture 
model.  For this fracture criterion to be satisfied strain energy induced during hydriding must 
exceed the surface energy resulting from increased surface area due to fracture.  Expressed in 
terms of geometric parameters, the following dimensionless strain parameter must exceed unity 
inorder for this fracture criterion to be satisfied: 
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where Vp, ∆Ap, and Vc are the particle’s volume before fracture, the change in surface area as a 
result of fracture, and a critical volume parameter which is dependent on material properties.  
Within the model a user can specify which fracture criterion to use along with the appropriate 
critical volume. 

3. Front-end (GUI) Description 

 The graphical user interface (GUI) of this tool has sections for user specified input 
parameters and the resulting data generated by the simulation are displayed in the output 
section, as shown in Fig. 1.  The user may also choose from three different examples for special 
cases of the model.  

 

Figure 1 – Graphical user interface for the isotropic random fracture model.  Example #1 has been 
selected and its inputs were used to simulate the resulting particles depicted in the output section. 

4. Input Parameters 

• Critical volume – This is the critical volume used to evaluate the chosen fracture 
criteria.  This volume is dimensionless in terms of the initial cube volume. 

Input Section Output Section 



• Use energetic analysis? – Neglecting this option results in a fracture criterion strictly 
based on the particle’s volume prior to fracture being greater than the critical volume.  
When enabled the simulation will utilize the brittle hydriding fracture criterion described 
in the previous section. 

• Total number of fractures – The number of sequential fractures after which the 
simulation is terminated. 

• Volumetric expansion – After fracture of particles is simulated, an image is created of 
their assembly.  This parameter can be used to dilate the assembly of particles, making 
their fracture surfaces more visible. 

• Include bounding particles? – Particles on the boundary of the initial cube can be 
excluded from output results, minimizing boundary effects in size and sphericity 
distributions. 

• Cumulative size fraction cutoff – A very small volume fraction of particles will have 
size smaller than the cutoff particle size.  In order to have size distributions with 
adequate resolution, this parameter can be set to neglect particles having size below 
that at the cumulative size fraction cutoff. 

• Number of histogram bins – This is the number bins to plot for particle size and 
sphericity distributions. 

5. Examples 

#1. Zero critical volume (Poisson plane field) – The number of particles generated from 
this Poisson plane process increases unbounded with the number of fracture 
sequences.  Interestingly, the resulting size distribution after a sufficiently large number 
of cycles reaches a fully developed shape when size is normalized by the average size.  
The size distribution matches experimental measurements for various transition metal 
hydrides after a sufficiently large number of cycles [1]. 

#2. Non-zero critical volume without energetic analysis – The number of particles 
generated for a non-zero critical volume saturates after a sufficiently large number of 
fracture sequences.  The resulting size distribution is very different from that obtained 
with critical volume identically equal to zero [1]. 

#3. Non-zero critical volume with energetic analysis – This example simulates fracture 
assuming brittle fracture energetics during hydriding.  This option is still under 
development and testing.  Also, the time required to run this simulation is much longer 
than the others. 



6. Output Results 

Results are output in several different forms including particle shape data and imagery, as well 
as statistics about the particles generated during and after completing the fracture process.  
Summarized below are the outputs which can be downloaded. 

• Particles generated: This image of particles generated by the specified fracture 
sequence are colored according to sphericity.  Positions of particles are strained by the 
amount of volumetric expansion specified by the user. 

• Size and cumulative size distributions: These volume-weighted size distributions of 
the final particle assembly reveal its degree of size dispersity. 

• Sphericity and cumulative sphericity distributions: These volume-weighted 
sphericity distributions of the final particle assembly reveal its shape dispersity. 

• Number of particles generated: The number of particles generated as a function of 
number of fractures. 

• Average size of particles generated: The volume-weighted average size of particles 
generated as a function of number of fractures. 

• Average sphericity of particles generated: The volume-weighted average sphericity 
of particles generated as a function of number of fractures. 

• *.mat file of particle geometry: Particle shape data can be imported into MATLAB by 
downloading this *.mat file for further analysis or simulation.  This file contains two cell-
arrays which contain elements for referencing the vertices and faces of each particle.  A 
main cell array for all particle vertices is stored under the variable verts. The vertices of a 
particular particle, i, are stored in verts{i} .  Likewise a main cell array which contains the 
links between vertices and faces for each particle is stored under the variable fs. The 
edges of a particular particle, i, are stored in fs{i}  as a cell array itself. Each entry of 
fs{i}  contain row vectors corresponding to each face on particle i. The entries of each 
row vector contain the vertices belonging to the particular face of particle i. 

7. Source code 

The model was implemented in MATLAB and the source code is freely available. To 
execute the program run the main program, rndmfrc.m. The other programs are required 
subfunctions. The tool also utilizes 3D and 2D geometry toolboxes developed by David Legland 
[4, 5] and the files utilized by rndmfrc.m are included in the source code. Note that geom2d and 
geom3d are licensed under the lesser GNU license; the terms of this license are included in the 
source code folder.  Also a text document is included indicating which *.m files belong to the 
geom2d and geom3d libraries. 
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